
 Title: From Measures to Count Nouns: Numerical Measure Nouns in Russian 
 

 Abstract: This work offers a semantic analysis of nominalized measure expressions used 
 in colloquial Russian. These are morphologically complex nouns constructed out a 
 numeral, measure unit and a nominal suffix -ka as in (1). 

 
(1) a.  trex -     litrov -       ka   samogona                     b.  sto-              grammov-  ka     vodki  

  threeGEN-liter GEN PL -ka moonshine GEN                    hundredNOM-gramGEN PL –ka      vodka 
  ‘a three-liter jar/bottle of moonshine’                     ‘a 100-gram glass of vodka’      

 

These measure nouns look like measure expressions such as three liters in three liters of 
milk, but while three liters expresses a measure property, these nouns denote objects 
(jars, bottles, glasses) which have these properties. Crucially containers nouns in (1) are 
just a subclass of a wider range of complex nouns built from expressions denoting 
measures in different dimensions and denoting salient objects which have the stated 
properties (e.g. power: sto-vat-ka ‘a 100-watt bulb; time: pjati-let-ka ‘a five-year 
project’). Furthermore, these nouns are used very productively. Stogrammovka in (1b) for 
example, may refer to a variety of objects which weigh 100 grams with the nature of the 
object being determined by context (e.g. a 100- ml bottle/tube, a 100- gram package/bar, 
an ultra-light coat, a 100- gram ball/roll etc…).I explore these expressions in the context 
of recent work on the semantics of counting and measuring and argue that: (i) these 
nouns are not measure predicates but genuine count nouns at type <e,t> denoting sets of 
entities with certain measure properties; (ii) they are derived via an operation which shifts 
measure predicates expressing measure properties in the sense of Rothstein (2009/11/17) 
into nouns denoting sets of disjoint entities that have these properties; (iii) the 
interpretational domain involves a wide range of entities including containers and 
portions. I shall then show that the proposed analysis has wider theoretical implications: 
(i) it brings important insights into the semantics of counting and measuring, showing 
that ‘measure predicate-to-count noun’ shifts are linguistically real, productive 
grammatical operations; (ii) it contributes to our understanding of nominalization 
processes in different types of expressions (e.g. measures, numerals etc..). 
 


